Full Scholarships List

Tikkun Olam

Established in 2003 by Dawn Block and Dr. Michael Harris, the Tikkun Olam Scholarships recognize College Park High School graduates who demonstrate the spirit of “Tikkun Olam” (Hebrew for “repairing the world”).

2014: Michelle May (Lewis & Clark College – Political Science)
    Andrew Ramsey (Rochester Institute of Technology – Engineering)
2013: Ethan Ely (UCLA-Engineering)
    Kendall Stuscavage (UC, Berkeley – Pre-med or Environmental Engineering)
2012: Samantha St. Germain (UCLA - Electrical Engineering)
    Edgar Yap (UC, Berkeley - Molecular & Cellular Biology)
    Kacie Powell (U.C. Davis - Agriculture and Environmental Sciences)
2010: Liana Choi (UC, Davis – Bio-medical Engineering)
    Allison Jones (University of the Pacific – Communications and Music)
2009: Estefan Garcia (UCLA - Civil Engineering)
    Marco Sumarriva (USC – Health Promotion and Disease Prevention)
2008: Roxanne Calimeris (UC, Davis – Law Enforcement)
    Corinne Westerhoff (UC, Santa Barbara – Law)
2007: Megan McGuire (UC, Santa Barbara)
2006: Ben Wong (UC, Berkeley – Pre-med)
2005: Lindsay Matthews (NYU – Journalism)
2004: Jared Oubre (Williams College – English)

Bud Howe

The family of Bud Howe, the first president of the College Park High School Band Boosters, established a memorial fund. Two scholarships were given to College Park graduates who planned to major in music in college.

2007: Jacob Riskin
2006: Peter Kreta